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This analysis is similar to previous observational studies that
have reported an increase in radiation exposure associated with
using radial access. The significance and interpretation of these
observations are contentious (2). Although Mercuri et al. (1) have
adjusted for a variety of patient-related factors, they have not been
able to meaningfully adjust for operator skill, expertise, and
experience. In the present study population, over 70% of the cases
evaluated were performed via the femoral approach. This indicates
that in this institution, femoral access is preferred for most cases.
The 1,764 radial cases were performed by 16 cardiologists over a
30-month period. This suggests that each individual cardiologist
was performing only a very small number of radial cases each
month. These factors ensure that the operators studied are more
proficient as femoral operators. The observed increase in radiation
exposure can be entirely accounted for by the discrepant levels of
operator experience mandated by this practice pattern.
Operator volume and learning curve issues are powerful mediators of radiation exposure. In our institution, observational data
indicate that expert radial operators are not associated with an
increase in fluoroscopy time or patient or operator radiation
exposure for diagnostic or therapeutic cardiac procedures (3).
When we compared expert radial operators with trainee femoral
operators, radiation exposure values were 25% higher in the
femoral group (4). This is remarkably similar to the observed
difference in the Mercuri study and suggests that a comparison of
expert radial operators and less-skilled femoral operators would
produce very similar results to Mercuri’s study (1), but would favor
radial access. In support of this, Hetherington et al. (5) report
exactly this favorable pattern for radiation exposure in expert radial
operators.
Radiation exposure to patients and catheterization laboratory
staff is a cause for concern in contemporary cardiac practice and
worthy of study. The observed differences in the study of Mercuri
et al. (1) can be entirely explained by different expertise levels in the
2 studied groups. This, in conjunction with data on learning curve
issues, suggests that trainee cardiologists or more experienced
operators performing procedures with which they are less familiar
need to pay rigorous attention to radiation protection. This type of
data should not be used as a means of inhibiting the uptake of
transradial access, which has important benefits in terms of patient
comfort, cost savings, bleeding prevention, and mortality reduction.
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Reply
We would like to thank Dr. Ratib and colleagues for their valuable
comments on our recent paper (1) in JACC: Cardiovascular
Interventions. Dr. Ratib and colleagues expressed concern that the
increase in radiation exposure with the radial (versus femoral)
artery approach might be due to systematic differences in operator
experience with the radial technique. Although we agree that
operator experience is likely to have some impact on radiation
exposure, it is unlikely to account for all the increase in exposure
versus the femoral approach. All the operators included in our
study (1) are high-volume operators, and our center performs in
excess of 7,600 diagnostic and percutaneous coronary intervention
procedures annually. In addition, the RIVAL (Radial Versus
Femoral Access for Coronary Intervention) study, a randomized
comparison between radial and femoral approaches, demonstrated
a 22.5% increase in fluoroscopy time for radial access procedures
(2). Although this difference was attenuated in very-high-volume
operators, it remained significantly higher than for the femoral
approach.
The study by Hetherington et al. (3) should not be seen as a
direct contradiction to our results, because it focused on
patients specifically excluded from our study (i.e., primary
percutaneous coronary intervention cases) and used a different
outcome variable (i.e., dose area product; we believe air kerma
is more appropriate for this type of study). Furthermore, it is
not clear how the operators in this study exhibit a higher level
of expertise with the radial technique than those we studied, as
Dr. Ratib and colleagues suggested.
The current published data neither offer conclusive evidence
that the discrepancy in exposure can be explained by operator
(in)experience, as Dr. Ratib and colleagues stated, nor support
their claim of a reduction in mortality. Although we do not
advocate for or against the radial technique, we believe the current
evidence suggests increased radiation exposure related to that
technique, independent of operator experience.
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